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Richard E. Condit, Esq.
Government Accountability Project
25 E Street, N.W. )
Washingtor., D.C. 20001 ]

Dear Mr. Condit:

As you are aware, pursuant to several discussions between GAP and
Ms. Billie Garde, on the one hand, and the NRC, on the other
hand, arrangements have been made for the NRC to send a team of

lqualified individuals to GAP's offices in order to review certain l

files which GAP and Ms. Garde have assembled regarding various
allegations of safety defects at the South Texas facility. These
NRC reviews began on November 30 and, from the agency's point of '

,

view, they have been proceeding smoothly since then.
|

On Friday afternoon, December 4, I was advised that GAP and
!
1

Ms. Garde were upset with an article that appeared in a Houston
newspaper that morning. I was further advised that, as a result
of that article, you had called the NRC and instructed that no ,

review team would be allowed in GAP's offices on Monday,
'

Cacember 7, although a specific team had been assembled to
conduct reviews of your allegations files at that time. ;

In order
for the agency to find out i.nat was going on directly f rom you,I was asked to give you a call. |

l
i

We talked around mid-afternoon on Friday, December 4. !

You
advised me that an article appearing in the Houston paper had
upset several of your allegers and required you (GAP and
Ms. Garde) to institute some ' damage control.' You indicatedthat because of the article you were required to spend a lot of
time correcting some erroneous information and explaining the
actual situation to calm down a number of people. Because it
appeared to you that this process would extend into Monday and
perhaps beyond, you felt that the review scheduled to begin on
Monday could not go form rd because, you believed, it would
interfere with the discussions you felt were necessary to calm ;

'

the anxieties created by the newspaper article. We agreed that
a great deal of progress had been made in this matter in the past
few weeks and neither of us vanted to jeopardize that progress.You advised f.e that you vie.ied the CJrrent problem as being i

'

neither the NRC's fault not a permanent derailment of the
Iprocedures to which ws had all agreed. You insisted, however, '

that GAP and Ms. Garde needed a tenporary halt in the procedures
in order to give you time to clear the air with your allegers.
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As we discussed, although the NRC has not seen the article, as
Ms. Garde represented the article to Frank Ingram in our public
affairs office, it appears that some erroneous information may
have been reported in the Houston paper. In particular, as you
well know, gap's files have not been physically turned over to
the NRC, but remain in GAP's possession and control. Moreover,
the NRC has not determined who within the agency can best
investigate those of your allegations which may require further
investigation. Indeed, the basic reason for the ongoing review
is to enable the agency to assess the significance of what you
have and to make a reasoned decision as to how best to har 'le any
significant safety concerns that your allegations may rave'1.
Anything reported anywhere that is contrary to these two points
is incorrect.

I also advised you that your refusal to allow the scheduled
review to continue on Monday, December 7, would create some
difficulties for the agency, in that the necessary personnel
could not be assembled and disbanded on a moment's notice without
some difficulty. You indicated that you appreciated the NRC's
logistical problems in assembling a review team of qualified
people f rom dif f erent of fices with dif ferent ongoing respons.bil-
ities and then cancelling the review on short notice. You felt

!that, notwithstanding the inconvenience to the NRC and its lack
{of f ault in any misunderstandings caused oy the article, it was ;

still necessary to call a tempocary halt to the ongoing review |process. I expressed the agency's disappointment in the disrup- !tion and its firm desire to continue the agreed upon review
process promptly. You agreed that things had been going well and ,

'

that any disruptions should be brief. I promised to relay the
substance of our conversation to Tom Rehm, the key HRC official
involved in establishing and overseeing the NRC's role in the
previously agreed upon raview process. I expressed my hope that
you or someone f rom GAP would call the NRC on Monday or Tuesday,
December 7 or 8, to arrange for a rescheduled review time. We
agreed that any halt to the review process should be brief.

Af ter our phone conversation I did talk to Tom Rehm and he has (
advised me that he would honor your request to delay the review |
process briefly.

The NRC has absolutely no desire to derail the productive process
which has been jointly developed to enable the agency to review
the South Texas safety concerns which your allegers have raised.
From the agency's point of view, however, two important benefits
of the process have been that it will enable the agency to obtain
the information rapidly and that it will enable the orderly use
of the agency's limited resources. Unscheduled interruptiJns and
delays in the review process serve neither of these important
interests. We sincerely hope that you will promptly reschedule
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NRC review, in accordance with our previously agreed upon
procedures.

Very truly yours,

\-.. /g ,

i

\o

William H. Bri s,J. '

' l

Solicitor
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But commissioners Kenneth Carr and Kenneth Rogers questbned whedwr one ph Q.

tions is to simply assess maintenance programs and industry initiatives while a rate is being dewsopee ;
or to wort with utilities to improve maintenance and make a rule unnecessary.

|
"We should be clear on where we stand," Rogers said. "I would say there may be some uncertainty

bere." y,

And in response to a statement by Stello that the purpose of the inspecticris is to "go cut and see that g6 /t'd 'J ('j
plants get their maintenance programs Sted,"Carr said: "Then we ought to first have a rule and then go
enforce it You don't need this policy statement to do that. All we're teUing thern (utili ies) with thet
policy statement is that they ought to have a maintenance prograrn."

FoUowing the meeting, Carr-who has made improved maintenance his top priority--said he sup-
ports the thrust of the staN proposal. But he also reiterated his posidon on the need for the enmmission

|
*

so move beyond a policy statement. "I think we ought to have some kind of regulations on
jmaintenance," he said.
<

'

Stello suggested to the commission that it is unnecessary to specify how committed the commission
currendy is to rulerr.aking and said if the commission decides it wants to adopt a rule foUowing the two- 1

year assessment period,it would be in a position to do so. "We are initiating a process that leads us I

down the path to rulemaking," Stello ssid. I

Staffers James Sninek and Jack Roe of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) charac-
sertzed the proposed policy and inspection program as a major new undertaking by NRC aimed at fore-
ing nuclear utilities to either make substantial improvement: in maintenance or face new NRC
regulations specifying maintenance standards.

"We believe maintenance related challenges to safety systems we very excessive," Sniezek, NRR |

deputy director, told the commission. "From a safety standpoint it's time for us to start exercising a
{leadership role in maintenance. We intend to be the impetus behind a new maintenance ethic in the
!

nuclear industry. The first thing we do is tell industry what we expect..we expect things to be 6xed l
when they're broken." l

Sniezek and Roe stressed the need for NRC to get away from "paper reviews" of maintenance
programs and industry initiatives to improve them and instead determine if improvements called for by

!

industry "are actually taking effect." Staff plans to begin the inspections in April ane: said three out of h,
every four plants would be inspected within the two-year assessment penod.

Each team would be comprised of six to eight members who will be on site about seven days. Roe
said each inspectioc would result in a formal report and that industry and the public would have an op-
portunity to comment on the inspection methods following a trial program. Several commia%en

,
'

questioned whether NRC has the resources to carry out so many intensive inspections within a two-year |

, ,

,

penod. "We believe we have a suf6cient number of qualified people," Roe said. Team members wiu j
come from headquarters and regional offices and will undergo trainin fore tion -

Roc said.-Brian . lordan. Washington n
40 g

THE GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTAetL!TY PROJECT (GAP) HAS PET D the NR delay
voting on a full power operating license for Houston Lighting & Power Co.'s South Texas Project 1 un-
til NRC investigates all of the allegations made by whistle-blowers and poMicly seleases reports ad.
dressing each charge.

NRC had sent an investigative team to STP to review 10 spectSc and 60 seccridary allegations made
by whisde blow ers to G AP (INRC,18 Jan.,12).The allegations were chosen out of more than 600

; safety.related char;es, and primary consxleration was given to issues tha4 "could afect criticality or

!
power ascension," according to NRC documents. Unsubstantiated charges "would be pursued f.Jiher
only if other related allegations provide some basis to assume that there is validity to the concern," the
document said.

But G AP now say1 that investigation *s outcome was "predetermined" and was not thcrough because
the team concluded that the auegations were "not of imroediate safety significance" before follow up
interviews with the allegers were Snished. "NRC had prepared a draft of the 6ndings...even before the I

team returned from its inspection trip,"G AP said. GAP also alleges that the tearn wu "constandy sub-
jected to overwhelming scheduling pressures" to get the plant licensed and that the four. day inspection

.
;

trip could not have been adequate to investigate all the charges. '

Although inspection teams often start w riting reports before they leave the site, that was not the case
i

in this instance, said NRC spokesman Robert Newlin. As to scheduling pressures Newlin said,"the
team was aware they could take more time if they needed."-Daniallt Weaver, Washingion

'
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